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What is a genre? Which ﬁlms are genre ﬁlms? How do we know to which
genre they belong? As fundamental as these questions may seem, they are
almost never asked—let alone answered—in the ﬁeld of cinema studies.
Most comfortable in the seemingly uncomplicated world of Hollywood
classics, genre critics have felt little need to reﬂect openly on the assumptions underlying their work. Everything seems so clear. Why bother to
theorize, American pragmatism asks, when there are no problems to
solve? We all know a genre when we see one. Scratch only where it itches.
According to this view, genre theory would be called for only in the unlikely event that knowledgeable genre critics disagreed on basic issues.
The task of the theorist is then to adjudicate among conﬂicting approaches, not so much by dismissing unsatisfactory positions but by constructing a model that reveals the relationship between differing critical
claims and their function within a broader cultural context. Whereas the
French clearly view theory as a ﬁrst principle, we Americans tend to see
it as a last resort, something to turn to when all else fails.
Even in this limited, pragmatic view, whereby theory is to be avoided at
all costs, the time for theory is nevertheless upon us. The clock has struck
thirteen; we had best call in the theoreticians. The more genre criticism I
read, the more uncertainty I note in the choice or extent of essential critical terms. Often what appears as hesitation in the terminology of a single
critic will turn into a clear contradiction when studies by two or more
critics are compared. Now, it would be one thing if these contradictions
were simply a matter of fact. On the contrary, however, I suggest that
these are not temporary problems, bound to disappear as soon as we have
more information or better analysts. Instead, these uncertainties reﬂect
constitutive weaknesses of current notions of genre. Three contradictions
in particular seem worthy of a good scratch.
When we establish the corpus of a genre we generally tend to do two
things at once, and thus establish two alternate groups of texts, each corresponding to a different notion of corpus. On the one hand, we have an
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unwieldy list of texts corresponding to a simple, tautological deﬁnition of
the genre (e.g., western  ﬁlm that takes place in the American West, or
musical  ﬁlm with diegetic music). This inclusive list is the kind that gets
consecrated by generic encyclopedias or checklists. On the other hand, we
ﬁnd critics, theoreticians, and other arbiters of taste sticking to a familiar
canon that has little to do with the broad, tautological deﬁnition. Here
the same ﬁlms are mentioned again and again, not only because they are
well known or particularly well made, but because they somehow seem to
represent the genre more fully and faithfully than other apparently more
tangential ﬁlms. This exclusive list of ﬁlms generally occurs not in a dictionary context, but instead in connection with attempts to arrive at the
overall meaning or structure of a genre. The relative status of these alternate approaches to the constitution of a generic corpus may easily be
sensed from the following typical conversation:
“I mean, what do you do with Elvis Presley ﬁlms? You can hardly call them
musicals.”
“Why not? They’re loaded with songs and they’ve got a narrative that ties the
numbers together, don’t they?”
“Yeah, I suppose. I guess you’d have to call Fun in Acapulco a musical, but
it’s sure no Singin’ in the Rain. Now there’s a real musical.”

When is a musical not a musical? When it has Elvis Presley in it. What
may at ﬁrst have seemed no more than an uncertainty on the part of the
critical community now clearly appears as a contradiction. Because there
are two competing notions of generic corpus on our critical scene, it is
perfectly possible for a ﬁlm to be simultaneously included in a particular
generic corpus and excluded from that same corpus.
A second uncertainty is associated with the relative status of theory and
history in genre studies. Before semiotics came along, generic titles and
deﬁnitions were largely borrowed from the industry itself; what little generic theory there was tended therefore to be confused with historical
analysis. With the heavy inﬂuence of semiotics on generic theory over the
last two decades, self-conscious critical vocabulary came to be systematically preferred to the now-suspect user vocabulary. The contributions of
Propp, Lévi-Strauss, Frye, and Todorov to genre studies have not been
uniformly productive, however, because of the special place reserved for
genre study within the semiotic project. If structuralist critics systematically chose as the object of their analysis large groups of popular texts, it
was in order to cover a basic ﬂaw in the semiotic understanding of textual
analysis. Now, one of the most striking aspects of Saussure’s theory of language is his emphasis on the inability of any single individual to effect
change within that language.1 The ﬁxity of the linguistic community thus
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serves as justiﬁcation for Saussure’s fundamentally synchronic approach
to language. When literary semioticians applied this linguistic model to
problems of textual analysis, they never fully addressed the notion of interpretive community implied by Saussure’s linguistic community. Preferring narrative to narration, system to process, and histoire to discours, the
ﬁrst semiotics ran headlong into a set of restrictions and contradictions
that eventually spawned the more process-oriented second semiotics. It is
in this context that we must see the resolutely synchronic attempts of
Propp, Lévi-Strauss, Todorov, and many another inﬂuential genre analyst.2 Unwilling to compromise their systems by the historical notion of
linguistic community, these theoreticians instead substituted the generic
context for the linguistic community, as if the weight of numerous “similar” texts were sufﬁcient to locate the meaning of a text independently of
a speciﬁc audience. Far from being sensitive to concerns of history, semiotic genre analysis was by deﬁnition and from the start devoted to bypassing history. Treating genres as neutral constructs, semioticians of the
sixties and early seventies blinded us to the discursive power of generic
formations. Because they treated genres as the interpretive community,
they were unable to perceive the important role of genres in exercising
inﬂuence on the interpretive community. Instead of reﬂecting openly on
the way in which Hollywood uses its genres to short-circuit the normal
interpretive process, structuralist critics plunged head-long into the trap,
taking Hollywood’s ideological effect for a natural ahistorical cause.
Genres were always—and continue to be—treated as if they spring
full-blown from the head of Zeus. It is thus not surprising to ﬁnd that
even the most advanced of current genre theories, those that see generic
texts as negotiating a relationship between a speciﬁc production system
and a given audience, still hold to a notion of genre that is fundamentally
ahistorical in nature.3 More and more, however, as scholars come to know
the full range of individual Hollywood genres, we are ﬁnding that genres
are far from exhibiting the homogeneity that this synchronic approach
posits. Whereas one Hollywood genre may be borrowed with little
change from another medium, a second genre may develop slowly, change
constantly, and surge recognizably before settling into a familiar pattern,
while a third may go through an extended series of paradigms, none of
which may be claimed as dominant. As long as Hollywood genres are conceived as Platonic categories, existing outside the ﬂow of time, it will be
impossible to reconcile genre theory, which has always accepted as given
the timelessness of a characteristic structure, and genre history, which has
concentrated on chronicling the development, deployment, and disappearance of this same structure.
A third contradiction looms larger still, for it involves the two general
directions taken by genre criticism as a whole over the last decade or two.
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Following Lévi-Strauss, a growing number of critics throughout the seventies dwelled on the mythical qualities of Hollywood genres and thus
on the audience’s ritual relationship to genre ﬁlm. The ﬁlm industry’s desire to please and its need to attract consumers were viewed as the mechanism whereby spectators were actually able to designate the kind of ﬁlms
they wanted to see. By choosing the ﬁlms it would patronize, the audience
revealed its preferences and its beliefs, thus inducing Hollywood studios
to produce ﬁlms reﬂecting its desires. Participation in the genre ﬁlm experience thus reinforces spectator expectations and desires. Far from being limited to mere entertainment, ﬁlmgoing offers a satisfaction more
akin to that associated with established religion. Most openly championed by John Cawelti, this ritual approach appears as well in books by
Leo Braudy, Frank McConnell, Michael Wood, Will Wright, and Tom
Schatz.4 It has the merit not only of accounting for the intensity of identiﬁcation typical of American genre ﬁlm audiences, but it also encourages
the placing of genre ﬁlm narratives into an appropriately wider context of
narrative analysis.
Curiously, however, while the ritual approach was attributing ultimate
authorship to the audience, with the studios simply serving, for a price,
the national will, a parallel ideological approach was demonstrating how
audiences are manipulated by the business and political interests of Hollywood. Starting with Cahiers du Cinéma and moving rapidly to Screen,
Jump Cut, and a growing number of journals, this view has recently joined
hands with a more general critique of the mass media offered by the
Frankfurt School.5 Looked at in this way, genres are simply the generalized, identiﬁable structures through which Hollywood’s rhetoric ﬂows.
Far more attentive to discursive concerns than the ritual approach, which
remains faithful to Lévi-Strauss in emphasizing narrative systems, the ideological approach stresses questions of representation and identiﬁcation
previously left aside. Simplifying a bit, we might say that it characterizes
each individual genre as a speciﬁc type of lie, an untruth whose most characteristic feature is its ability to masquerade as truth. Whereas the ritual
approach sees Hollywood as responding to societal pressure and thus
expressing audience desires, the ideological approach claims that Hollywood takes advantage of spectator energy and psychic investment in
order to lure the audience into Hollywood’s own positions. The two are
irreducibly opposed, yet these irreconcilable arguments continue to represent the most interesting and well defended of recent approaches to
Hollywood genre ﬁlm.
Here we have three problems that I take to be not limited to a single
school of criticism or of a single genre but implicit in every major ﬁeld of
current genre analysis. In nearly every argument about the limits of a generic corpus, the opposition of an inclusive list to an exclusive canon sur-
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faces. Wherever genres are discussed, the divergent concerns of theorists
and historians are increasingly obvious. And even when the topic is limited to genre theory alone, no agreement can be found between those who
propose a ritual function for ﬁlm genres and those who champion an ideological purpose. We ﬁnd ourselves desperately in need of a theory which,
without dismissing any of these widely held positions, would explain the
circumstances underlying their existence, thus paving the way for a critical methodology that encompasses and indeed thrives on their inherent
contradictions. If we have learned anything from poststructuralist criticism, we have learned not to fear logical contradictions but instead to
respect the extraordinary energy generated by the play of contradictory
forces within a ﬁeld. What we need now is a new critical strategy enabling
us simultaneously to understand and to capitalize on the tensions existing in current generic criticism.
In assessing theories of genre, critics have often labeled them according
to a particular theory’s most salient features or the type of activity to
which it devotes its most concentrated attention. Paul Hernadi, for example, recognizes four general classes of genre theory: expressive, pragmatic, structural, and mimetic.6 In his extremely inﬂuential introduction
to The Fantastic, Tzvetan Todorov opposes historical to theoretical genres, as well as elementary genres to their complex counterparts.7 Others,
like Fredric Jameson, have followed Todorov and other French semioticians in distinguishing between semantic and syntactic approaches to
genre.8 While there is anything but general agreement on the exact frontier separating semantic from syntactic views, we can as a whole distinguish between generic deﬁnitions that depend on a list of common traits,
attitudes, characters, shots, locations, sets, and the like—thus stressing
the semantic elements that make up the genre—and deﬁnitions that play
up instead certain constitutive relationships between undesignated and
variable placeholders—relationships that might be called the genre’s fundamental syntax. The semantic approach thus stresses the genre’s building blocks, while the syntactic view privileges the structures into which
they are arranged.
The difference between semantic and syntactic deﬁnitions is perhaps
most apparent in familiar approaches to the western. Jean Mitry provides
us with a clear example of the most common deﬁnition. The western,
Mitry proposes, is a “ﬁlm whose action, situated in the American West,
is consistent with the atmosphere, the values, and the conditions of existence in the Far West between 1840 and 1900.” 9 Based on the presence
or absence of easily identiﬁable elements, Mitry’s nearly tautological deﬁnition implies a broad, undifferentiated generic corpus. Marc Vernet’s
more detailed list is more sensitive to cinematic concerns, yet overall it
follows the same semantic model. Vernet outlines general atmosphere
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6. Red River: The Texas western.

(“emphasis on basic elements, such as earth, dust, water, and leather”),
stock characters (“the tough /soft cowboy, the lonely sheriff, the faithful
or treacherous Indian, and the strong but tender woman”), as well as
technical elements (“use of fast tracking and crane shots”).10 An entirely
different solution is suggested by Jim Kitses, who emphasizes not the vocabulary of the western but the relationships linking lexical elements. For
Kitses the western grows out of a dialectic between the West as garden
and as desert (between culture and nature, community and individual, future and past).11 The western’s vocabulary is thus generated by this syntactic relationship, and not vice versa. John Cawelti attempts to systematize the western in a similar fashion: the western is always set on or near
a frontier, where man encounters his uncivilized double. The western thus
takes place on the border between two lands, between two eras, and with
a hero who remains divided between two value systems (for he combines
the town’s morals with the outlaw’s skills).12
In passing we might well note the divergent qualities associated with
these two approaches. While the semantic approach has little explanatory
power, it is applicable to a larger number of ﬁlms. Conversely, the syntactic approach surrenders broad applicability in return for the ability
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7. Drums along the Mohawk: The “Pennsylvania” western.

to isolate a genre’s speciﬁc meaning-bearing structures. This alternative
seemingly leaves the genre analyst in a quandary: choose the semantic
view and you give up explanatory power; choose the syntactic approach
and you do without broad applicability. In terms of the western, the problem of the so-called “Pennsylvania western” is instructive here. To most
observers it seems quite clear that ﬁlms like High, Wide and Handsome
(Rouben Mamoulian, 1937), Drums along the Mohawk (John Ford,
1939), and Unconquered (Cecil B. DeMille, 1947) have deﬁnite afﬁnities
with the western. Employing familiar characters set in relationships similar to their counterparts west of the Mississippi, these ﬁlms construct
plots and develop a frontier structure clearly derived from decades of
western novels and ﬁlms. But they do it in Pennsylvania, and in the wrong
century. Are these ﬁlms westerns because they share the syntax of hundreds of ﬁlms we call westerns? Or are they not westerns, because they
don’t ﬁt Mitry’s deﬁnition?
In fact, the “Pennsylvania western” (like the urban, spaghetti, and sci-ﬁ
varieties) represents a quandary only because critics have insisted on dismissing one type of deﬁnition and approach in favor of another. As
a rule, semantic and syntactic approaches to genre have been proposed,
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analyzed, evaluated, and disseminated separately, in spite of the complementarity implied by their names. Indeed, many arguments centering on
generic problems have arisen only when semantic and syntactic theoreticians have simply talked past each other, each unaware of the other’s divergent orientation. I maintain that these two categories of generic analysis are complementary, that they can be combined, and in fact that some
of the most important questions of genre study can be asked only when
they are combined. In short, I propose a semantic/syntactic approach to
genre study.
Now, in order to discover whether the proposed semantic/syntactic approach provides any new understanding, let us return to the three contradictions delineated earlier. First, there is the split corpus that characterizes current genre study— on the one side an inclusive list, on the other
an exclusive pantheon. It should now be quite clear that each corpus corresponds to a different approach to generic analysis and deﬁnition. Tautological semantic deﬁnitions, with their goal of broad applicability, outline a large genre of semantically similar texts, while syntactic deﬁnitions,
intent as they are on explaining the genre, stress a narrow range of texts
that privilege speciﬁc syntactic relationships. To insist on one of these approaches to the exclusion of the other is to turn a blind eye on the necessarily dual nature of any generic corpus. For every ﬁlm that participates
actively in the elaboration of a genre’s syntax there are numerous others
content to deploy in no particular relationship the elements traditionally
associated with the genre. We need to recognize that not all genre ﬁlms
relate to their genre in the same way or to the same extent. By simultaneously accepting semantic and syntactic notions of genre we avail ourselves of a possible way to deal critically with differing levels of “genericity.” In addition, a dual approach permits a far more accurate description
of the numerous intergeneric connections typically suppressed by singleminded approaches. It is simply not possible to describe Hollywood cinema accurately without the ability to account for the numerous ﬁlms
that innovate by combining the syntax of one genre with the semantics
of another. In fact, it is only when we begin to take up problems of genre
history that the full value of the semantic/syntactic approach becomes
obvious.
As I pointed out earlier, most genre theoreticians have followed the
semiotic model and steered clear of historical considerations. Even in the
relatively few cases where problems of generic history have been addressed, as in the attempts of Metz and Wright to periodize the western,
history has been conceptualized as nothing more than a discontinuous
succession of discrete moments, each characterized by a different basic
version of the genre—that is, by a different syntactic pattern that the
genre adopts.13 In short, genre theory has up to now aimed almost exclu-
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sively at the elaboration of a synchronic model approximating the syntactic operation of a speciﬁc genre. Now, quite obviously, no major genre
remains unchanged over the many decades of its existence. In order to
mask the scandal of applying synchronic analysis to an evolving form,
critics have been extremely clever in their creation of categories designed
to negate the notion of change and to imply the perpetual self-identity of
each genre. Westerns and horror ﬁlms are often referred to as “classic,”
the musical is deﬁned in terms of the so-called “Platonic ideal” of integration, the critical corpus of the melodrama has largely been restricted
to the postwar efforts of Sirk and Minnelli, and so on. Lacking a workable hypothesis regarding the historical dimension of generic syntax, we
have insulated that syntax, along with the genre theory that studies it,
from the ﬂow of time.
As a working hypothesis, I suggest that genres arise in one of two fundamental ways: either a relatively stable set of semantic givens is developed through syntactic experimentation into a coherent and durable syntax, or an already existing syntax adopts a new set of semantic elements.
In the ﬁrst case, the genre’s characteristic semantic conﬁguration is identiﬁable long before a syntactic pattern has become stabilized, thus justifying the previously mentioned duality of the generic corpus. In cases of
this ﬁrst type, description of the way in which a set of semantic givens develops into a henceforth relatively stable syntax constitutes the history of
the genre while at the same time identifying the structures on which genre
theory depends. In dealing with the early development of the musical, for
example, we might well follow the attempts during the 1927–1930 period to build a backstage or night-club semantics into a melodramatic
syntax, with music regularly reﬂecting the sorrow of death or parting. After the slack years of 1931–1932, however, the musical began to grow in
a new direction; while maintaining substantially the same semantic materials, the genre increasingly related the energy of music-making to the joy
of coupling, the strength of the community, and the pleasures of entertainment. Far from being exiled from history, the musical’s characteristic
syntax can be shown by the generic historian to grow out of the linking
of speciﬁc semantic elements at identiﬁable points. A measure of continuity is thus developed between the task of the historian and that of the theoretician, for the tasks of both are now redeﬁned as the study of the interrelationships between semantic elements and syntactic bonds.
This continuity between history and theory is operative as well in the
second type of generic development posited earlier. When we analyze the
large variety of wartime ﬁlms that portray the Japanese or Germans as villains, we tend to have recourse to extraﬁlmic events in order to explain
particular characterizations. We thus miss the extent to which ﬁlms like
All through the Night (Vincent Sherman, 1942), Sherlock Holmes and the
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Voice of Terror (John Rawlins, 1942), or the serial The Winslow Boy (Anthony Asquith, 1948) simply transfer to a new set of semantic elements
the righteous cops-punish-criminals syntax that the gangster genre of
the early thirties had turned to starting with G-Men (William Keighley,
1935). Again, it is the interplay of syntax and semantics that provides
grist for both the historical and the theoretical mill. Or take the development of the science ﬁction ﬁlm. At ﬁrst deﬁned only by a relatively stable
science ﬁction semantics, the genre ﬁrst began borrowing the syntactic relationships previously established by the horror ﬁlm, only to move in recent years increasingly toward the syntax of the western. By maintaining
simultaneous descriptions according to both parameters, we are not likely
to fall into the trap of equating Star Wars (George Lucas, 1977) with the
western (as numerous recent critics have done), even though it shares certain syntactic patterns with that genre. In short, by taking seriously the
multiple connections between semantics and syntax, we establish a new
continuity, relating ﬁlm analysis, genre theory, and genre history.
But what is it that energizes the transformation of a borrowed semantics into a uniquely Hollywood syntax? Or what is it that justiﬁes the intrusion of a new semantics into a well-deﬁned syntactic situation? Far
from postulating a uniquely internal, formal progression, I would propose that the relationship between the semantic and the syntactic constitutes the very site of negotiation between Hollywood and its audience,
and thus between ritual and ideological uses of genre. Often, when critics
of opposing persuasions disagree over a major issue, it is because they
have established within the same general corpus two separate and opposed canons, each supporting one point of view. Thus, when Catholics
and Protestants or liberals and conservatives quote the Bible, they are
rarely quoting the same passages. The striking fact about ritual and ideological genre theoreticians, however, is that they regularly stress the
same canon, that small group of texts most clearly reﬂecting a genre’s
stable syntax. The ﬁlms of John Ford, for example, have played a major
role in the development of ritual and ideological approaches alike. From
Sarris and Bogdanovich to Schatz and Wright, champions of Ford’s understanding and transparent expression of American values have stressed
the communitarian side of his ﬁlms, while others, starting with the inﬂuential Cahiers du Cinéma study of Young Mr. Lincoln (1939), have shown
how a call to community can be used to lure spectators into a carefully
chosen, ideologically determined subject position. A similar situation
obtains in the musical, where a growing body of ritual analyses of the
Astaire-Rogers and postwar MGM Freed unit ﬁlms is matched by an increasing number of studies demonstrating the ideological investment of
those very same ﬁlms.14 The corpus of nearly every major genre has developed in the same way, with critics of both camps gravitating toward
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and eventually basing their arguments on the same narrow range of ﬁlms.
Just as Minnelli and Sirk dominate the criticism of melodrama, Hitchcock
has become nearly synonymous with the thriller. Of all major genres, only
the ﬁlm noir has failed to attract critics of both sides to a shared corpus
of major texts—no doubt because of the general inability of ritual critics
to accommodate the genre’s anticommunitarian stance.
This general agreement on a canon stems, I would claim, from the fundamentally bivalent nature of any relatively stable generic syntax. If it
takes a long time to establish a generic syntax and if many seemingly
promising formulas or successful ﬁlms never spawn a genre, it is because
only certain types of structure, within a particular semantic environment,
are suited to the special bilingualism required of a durable genre. The
structures of Hollywood cinema, like those of American popular mythology as a whole, serve to mask the very distinction between ritual and ideological functions. Hollywood does not simply lend its voice to the public’s desires, nor does it simply manipulate the audience. On the contrary,
most genres go through a period of accommodation during which the
public’s desires are ﬁtted to Hollywood’s priorities (and vice versa). Because the public doesn’t want to know that it is being manipulated, the
successful ritual /ideological “ﬁt” is almost always one that disguises
Hollywood’s potential for manipulation while playing up its capacity for
entertainment.
Whenever a lasting ﬁt is obtained—which it is whenever a semantic
genre becomes a syntactic one—it is because a common ground has been
found, a region where the audience’s ritual values coincide with Hollywood’s ideological ones. The development of a speciﬁc syntax within a
given semantic context thus serves a double function: it binds element to
element in a logical order, at the same time accommodating audience desires to studio concerns. The successful genre owes its success not alone
to its reﬂection of an audience ideal, nor solely to its status as apology for
the Hollywood enterprise, but to its ability to carry out both functions
simultaneously. It is this sleight of hand, this strategic overdetermination,
that most clearly characterizes American ﬁlm production during the studio years.
The approach to genre sketched out in this article of course raises some
questions of its own. Just where, for example, do we locate the exact border between the semantic and the syntactic? And how are these two categories related? Each of these questions constitutes an essential area of
inquiry, one that is far too complex to permit full treatment here. Nevertheless, a few remarks may be in order. A reasonable observer might well
ask why my approach attributes such importance to the seemingly banal
distinction between a text’s materials and the structures into which they
are arranged. Why this distinction rather than, for example, the more
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cinematic division between diegetic elements and the technical means deployed in representing them? The answer to these questions lies in a general theory of textual signiﬁcation that I have expounded elsewhere.15
Brieﬂy, that theory distinguishes between the primary, linguistic meaning
of a text’s component parts and the secondary or textual meaning that
those parts acquire through a structuring process internal to the text or
to the genre. Within a single text, therefore, the same phenomenon may
have more than one meaning depending on whether we consider it at the
linguistic or textual level. In the western, for example, the horse is an animal that serves as a method of locomotion. This primary level of meaning, corresponding to the normal extent of the concept “horse” within the
language, is matched by a series of other meanings derived from the structures into which the western sets the horse. Opposition of the horse to the
automobile or locomotive (“iron horse”) reinforces the organic, nonmechanical sense of the term “horse” already implicit in the language, thus
transferring that concept from the paradigm “method of locomotion” to
the paradigm “soon-to-be-outmoded preindustrial carry-over.”
In the same way, horror ﬁlms borrow from a nineteenth-century literary tradition their dependence on the presence of a monster. In doing so,
they clearly perpetuate the linguistic meaning of the monster as “threatening inhuman being,” but at the same time, by developing new syntacticities, they generate an important new set of textual meanings. For the
nineteenth century, the appearance of the monster is invariably tied to a
romantic overreaching, the attempt of some human scientist to tamper
with the divine order. In texts like Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, Balzac’s
La Recherche de l’absolu, or Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, a studied syntax equates man and monster, attributing to both the monstrosity
of being outside nature as deﬁned by established religion and science.
With the horror ﬁlm, a different syntax rapidly equates monstrosity not
with the overactive nineteenth-century mind, but with an equally overactive twentieth-century body. Again and again, the monster is identiﬁed
with his human counterpart’s unsatisﬁed sexual appetite, thus establishing with the same primary “linguistic” materials (the monster, fear, the
chase, death) entirely new textual meanings, phallic rather than scientiﬁc
in nature.
The distinction between the semantic and the syntactic, in the way I
have deﬁned it here, thus corresponds to a distinction between the primary, linguistic elements of which all texts are made and the secondary, textual meanings that are sometimes constructed by virtue of the syntactic bonds established between primary elements. This distinction is
stressed in the approach to genre presented here not because it is convenient nor because it corresponds to a modish theory of the relation be-
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tween language and narrative, but because the semantic/syntactic distinction is fundamental to a theory of how meaning of one kind contributes
to and eventually establishes meaning of another. Just as individual texts
establish new meanings for familiar terms only by subjecting well-known
semantic units to a syntactic redetermination, so generic meaning comes
into being only through the repeated deployment of substantially the
same syntactic strategies. It is in this way, for example, that making music—at the linguistic level primarily a way of making a living—becomes
in the musical a ﬁgure for making love—a textual meaning essential to
the constitution of that syntactic genre.
We must of course remember that, while each individual text clearly
has a syntax of its own, the syntax implied here is that of the genre, which
does not appear as generic syntax unless it is reinforced numerous times
by the syntactic patterns of individual texts. The Hollywood genres that
have proven the most durable are precisely those that have established the
most coherent syntax (the western, the musical); those that disappear the
quickest depend entirely on recurring semantic elements, never developing a stable syntax (reporter, catastrophe, and big-caper ﬁlms, to name
but a few). If I locate the border between the semantic and the syntactic
at the dividing line between the linguistic and the textual, it is thus in response not just to the theoretical but also to the historical dimension of
generic functioning.
In proposing such a model, however, I may leave too much room for
one particular type of misunderstanding. It has been a cliché of the last
two decades to insist that structure carries meaning, while the choice of
structured elements is largely negligible in the process of signiﬁcation. This
position, most openly championed by Lévi-Strauss in his cross-cultural
methodology for studying myth, may seem to be implied by my model,
but is in fact not borne out by my research.16 Spectator response, I believe, is heavily conditioned by the choice of semantic elements and atmosphere, because a given semantics used in a speciﬁc cultural situation
will recall to an actual interpretive community the particular syntax with
which that semantics has traditionally been associated in other texts. This
syntactic expectation, set up by a semantic signal, is matched by a parallel tendency to expect speciﬁc syntactic signals to lead to predetermined
semantic ﬁelds (e.g., in western texts, regular alternation between male
and female characters creates expectation of the semantic elements implied by romance, while alternation between two males throughout a text
has implied—at least until recently— confrontation and the semantics of
the duel). This interpenetration of the semantic and the syntactic through
the agency of the spectator clearly deserves further study. Sufﬁce it to say
for the present that linguistic meanings (and thus the import of semantic
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elements) are in large part derived from the textual meanings of previous
texts. There is thus a constant circulation in both directions between the
semantic and the syntactic, between the linguistic and the textual.
Still other questions, such as the general problem of the “evolution” of
genres through semantic or syntactic shifts, deserve far more attention
than I have given them here. In time, I believe, this new model for the
understanding of genre will provide answers for many of the questions
traditional to genre study. Perhaps more important still, the semantic/
syntactic approach to genre raises numerous questions for which other
theories have created no space.
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